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Our team of Transform strategic workplace 
consultants are helping customers, across the 
UK, to reimagine, reset and continually optimise 
the safety, wellbeing, productivity, environmental 
aspects of their workspaces
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The challenge 

People retention, skill, talent and engagement, wellbeing, 
productivity, sustainability; deciding how much workspace 
you need and how to use it are rapidly becoming major 
complex challenges for leaders around the world.

How to balance cost pressure and stakeholder demands with reimagining, 
redesigning and recreating sustainable workplaces requires critical thinking. 
Creating environments in which your people enjoy enhanced levels of 
experience, better engagement and workplace design to enable networking, 
collaboration and socialising is an indication of an organisation’s future intent. 
Workplaces now need to be desirable destinations providing users with choice 
and flexible options of when and where they work. Are you ready?

Ian Baker
Head of Workplace 
Solutions, EMCOR UK

We are seeing an 
unprecedented demand 
for new workplaces that 
support the challenge to 
deliver great work, which 
promote wellbeing and 
contributes to more 
productive outcomes in 
the context of a flexible 
work life balance

EMCOR UK can help you to transform your 
workplaces and redefine the world at work

  Developing a portfolio of space 
solutions, take a fresh look at space 
and how much you need of it

  Using evidence-based analytics 
we support customers to change, 
inspire, adapt and sustain 
transformative workplace solutions

  Deploying our total engagement 
process we identify what users 
think and feel about the workplaces 
they use, and the services they 
receive using data and analytics to 
create a strategy aligned to your 
business objectives, we call this 
workplace evolution

  Capturing data through surveys, 
sensors and monitoring tools, 
we then use AI to convert this 
into insight, turning insight into 
knowledge and knowledge into action

  Utilising employee experience 
analysis to turn information into 
strategic insight optimising space 
utilisation, user experience and FM 
service models

  Optimising building performance 
using environmental monitoring 
sensors to measure temperature, 
light, humidity, CO2 and noise 
levels using cutting edge 
technology to reveal actionable 
insights, improving experience and 
reducing total expenditure

  Building next generation cultures 
through SMART workplace 
technology we offer data 
convergence solutions and 
architecture. By connecting systems 
and subsystems into one core 
data platform we create intuitive, 
sensitive and adaptable ecosystems


